THE GLOBAL DMC SOLUTION

PRAGUE

TOP REASONS TO VISIT PRAGUE
Allow Prague to inspire you! It's
inherently linked with excellent
operas, concerts, theatre and ballet
Prague is a place where cultures have
merged to create a picturesque city
with a magical atmosphere
Prague has been ranked as the sixth
safest place to be in the world by the
Global Peace Index 2018
Pragues location in the heart of
Europe makes the city easily
accessible to travellers from almost
every country
Prague is a green and walk-ablecity,
offering a wide range of attractions
within arms reach
Prague offers world-class services
at a reasonable cost and is famous
for its hospitality and excellent
infrastructure. Local hotels can
accommodateover 90,000 people in
more than 42,000 rooms

UNIQUE IDEAS FOR YOUR NEXT EVENT
Prague Movie Makers - Divided into small movie crews, participants pick their professions director, screenwriter, actor, cameraman, etc. The aim is to shoot at least 120 seconds of
commercial footage on company products - 20 to 200 pax
Musical Prague - Private Visit of Estate Theatre - In addition to the historical National
Theatre building, all of the three artistic units also perform in the Theatre of the Estates,
which is part of the National Theatre. The name of W. A. Mozart is forever linked with the
building and it was here that he personally conducted the premiere of Don Giovanni in 1787.
You will visit backstage, the stage of the theatre and we can also arrange a short concert for
you - 10 to 40 pax
Private Rental of the Vintage Tram - Experience Prague from a different perspective. The
route takes place in the historical part of the city centre on both banks of the river and
finishes at Prague Castle - max 300 pax
Prague Underground - City Tour - See the Czech Capital from a different perspective. On
this unique guided tour you'll have the chance to see what's underneath the city of Prague.
You will visit a hidden system of rooms and catacombs - 10 to 25 pax

Private Organ Concert in the Illuminated St. Vitus Cathedral at night - St. Vitus Cathedral is the largest and
most important temple in Prague, here we can arrange aprivate concert for your event - 100-700 pax
Private Concert of Water Glass Harp in St. Roch - The church in the area of the Stahov Monastery was built
to the order of Emperor Rudolf the II as a thanksgiving gesture for the eradication of the 1599 plague. It is now
used as a commercial gallery where a private concert of the water glass harp can be arranged - 20 to 50 pax
Ice Sculptures - Come and experience this unusual out-door art team building. Each team will have one of the
large ice block, the challenge will be to carve original sculptures, all under the supervision of a sculptor and his
assistants - max 60 pax

Flying time from UK / 2 hours 10 minutes
Time difference to UK / + 1 hour

COSTS
TWO DAY INCENTIVE BASED ON A MINIMUM OF 20 PAX
From €420.00 per person
This includes: 2 nights in a 4 star hotel on BB basis (single
occupancy), arrival and departure transfers with meet and
greet, 2 half day sightseeing with lunch and 2 dinners.

CONFERENCE TRIP BASED ON A MINIMUM OF 20 PAX:
From €260.00 per person per day
This includes: Overnight stay in a 4 star hotel on a BB basis
(single occupancy), arrival and departure transfers with
meet and greet, Daily Delegate Rate, plus rental of main
meeting room.

Please note that these are sample rates which are all subject to change upon request

